
 

 

 

 

IceCure Medical reviews its 2020 achievements and issues a letter to its 

shareholders 

 

Caesarea, 1 March 2021 – IceCure Medical (TA: ICCM), an Israeli medical device company 

marketing technology that ablates non-malignant and cancerous tumors in the breast and other 

organs by a minimally invasive treatment in the clinic through freezing them, today announced 

that is has addressed a letter to shareholders emphasizing the company’s achievements during 

calendar 2020 and outlining its plan for 2021. The letter from Eyal Shamir, IceCure’s CEO, 

appears below in full. 

 

Dear Shareholders, 

As we enter a new year, I want to provide an update on our achievements in 2020 and additional 

insights regarding our plans for 2021. During the past year, we worked harder than ever to 

continue the global expansion of our leading product, ProSense®, which delivers a non-

surgical, minimally invasive solution for ablating malignant and benign tumors by freezing 

them with liquid nitrogen in a safe and efficient alternative to tumor-removal surgery, without 

the complications and discomfort of surgery. With our successful transition from a clinical 

company to a commercial company, we have focused on the creation of strategic partnerships 

to expand the global presence of ProSense® and have also taken the necessary steps to obtain 

additional regulatory approvals for a wide array of oncology indications. 

 

Global expansion through new distribution agreements 

2020 was characterized by fast growth, with a 2.4 increase in sales compared with 2019 – sales 

resulting from entry to new markets around the world. As part of our business strategy for 

global expansion, we signed distribution agreements with a number of partners in Asia, Europe 

and elsewhere.  

It was only recently that we announced the inking of an exclusive distribution agreement with 

Rise General Trading, which may further expand our activity to the United Arab Emirates and 

other countries in the region. This agreement is the latest in a line of important agreements in 

countries such as Germany, with medical technology company MTS, as well as continued 

expansion in France, Spain and Asia.  

I would also like to add that IceCure’s presence in Asia grew in the past year following the 

successful strategic agreement signed in the second half of 2019 with Terumo, a leading global 



 

 

medical device company, which includes distribution rights in Japan and Singapore. Following 

on from this initial success, at the end of 2020, we expanded the agreement with Terumo to 

include Thailand. These partnerships form an important keystone in IceCure’s business 

strategy and reflect the continued momentum of the company in global expansion in fast-

growing markets, which will give more cancer patients access to ProSense®. 

 

Growing the target market by obtaining additional regulatory approvals for 

a range of oncology labels 

Beyond global expansion in sales, we took actions to receive regulatory approvals in more 

countries around the globe and to expand the number of oncology labels with which it will be 

possible to freeze tumors using our products, seen from a perspective that the labels for which 

we have received regulatory approval together with our continued efforts to expand these 

approvals to new indications, will significantly increase the potential of the target market in 

which our innovative freezing technology can be used.  

Last year we were pleased by new commercial opportunities that opened up for us when we 

received new regulatory approvals to market and distribute our products in India (with an 

exclusive distribution already signed in the New Delhi area), as well as in South Africa, Taiwan 

and Russia. We are also acting to obtain regulatory approvals in China and Japan. These 

regulatory milestones join our existing approvals from the CE (for benign and malignant tissue 

in tumors in the breast, lungs, bones, liver and kidneys) and from the FDA (for growths in the 

kidneys, liver, fibroadenoma and additional labels). In the United States we are well positioned 

for future commercialization of our technology to freeze malignant tumors in the breast, with 

the progress of the clinical trial on ICE3 which is being conducted there, and in light of the 

positive preliminary results already published in May 2018. We expect to report on interim 

results of the trial during the course of 2021. Once we receive these results, we will hold 

discussions with the FDA for specific approval for breast cancer and expand collaboration with 

the ASBrS, the American Society of Breast Surgeons. 

 

Financial robustness 

IceCure is in a strong position to continue accelerating the development and global expansion 

of ProSense®. We recently reported on a private placement with a scope of roughly 15 million 

dollars from three accredited investors: European investment fund, Alpha Capital, hedge funds 

Clover Wolf and Clover Alpha, as well as the controlling shareholder in the company. This 

successful financing which, if approved by shareholders, will allow us to build a long-term 

strategy for expansion of the commercialization efforts of our products in new and existing 

markets alongside acceleration of our development plans and receipt of additional regulatory 

approvals. Above all, this financing reflects the ongoing expression of belief of the controlling 



 

 

shareholder and the new investors in the company’s technology and the ability of its 

management to make things happen. 

Moreover, this financing will enable IceCure to list its shares for trading on NASDAQ without 

a need to conduct an additional offering. We expect to complete our registration on NASDAQ 

during the 2nd quarter of 2021. We believe that dual registration on the Tel Aviv Stock 

Exchange and on NASDAQ is the most appropriate way to increase our exposure within the 

global investment community and to facilitate access to institutional investors and analysts in 

the United States, allowing us to create great value for the company and its shareholders, 

particularly in light of our future plans in the field of breast cancer in the U.S. 

 

 

Looking to the future  

Looking ahead, we anticipate that the year 2021 will be a year of achievements, one in which 

we work to achieve our operational goals for the year. As mentioned, our financial robustness 

will enable us to expand commercialization of our products in new and existing markets while 

accelerating the development of additional products. We also expect to announce completion 

of registration for trading on NASDAQ, interim results of the ICE3 clinical trial, which 

constitutes a significant milestone on the way to a breakthrough in breast cancer treatment, and 

on our activity to receive regulatory approval for the treatment of breast cancer in the United 

States, all with a view to increasing our commercial potential there. From a strategic point of 

view, collaborations have been a cornerstone in IceCure’s success to date, and it is our intention 

to continue to evaluate additional opportunities in order to maximize the value of our products, 

and expand our global presence. We believe in IceCure’s ability to continue to develop our 

innovative cryogenic freezing technology as a leading, minimally-invasive treatment for 

cancer. 

Thank you for taking part in our journey and, as ever, we value your continued support. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Eyal Shamir 

CEO IceCure Medical 

 

Here is the link to the report, including an updated company presentation. 

https://maya.tase.co.il/reports/details/1354690/2/0 

https://maya.tase.co.il/reports/details/1354690/2/0


 

 

 

Forward Looking Statements 

It is clarified that the above in relation to the Company’s assessments and expectations and 

about financial robustness, registration for trading on NASDAQ and the breakthrough in 

development of breast cancer treatment in the United States, growth in sales, accelerating 

global presence and development of the  aadditional products, continued expansion of 

looking information as defined in The Securities Law -Company’s products, include forward

Company’s control,  outside the1968, whose realization depends on various factors -5728

NASDAQ , receiving meetingshareholders’  y’s forthcomingCompanresults of the  including

approval for listing the Company’s shares for trade on NASDAQ, interim results in the 

rs, inking agreements with clinical trial, actual product purchases by existing distributo

various new distributors in other countries around the world, receiving regulatory approvals, 

including FDA approval for the treatment of breast cancer in the United States, and 

stated information he of the foregoing, tIn view completion of the products in development. 

not and/or may  might materialize significantly differently than described aboveabove 

 at all.materialize  


